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LIAM: Benny didn’t own a phone, and he seemed afraid when I offered to call him sometime. It 

wasn’t until now that I figured out why. My name is Liam Warsaw, and this is The Schroeding 

Box. 

 

[“Come a Little Closer” by Haunted Like Human plays] 

 

Episode Three. File Name: Talbot Myner 

 

No one in Schroeding, Illinois owns a cell phone. In fact, no one even owns a landline. If you 

want to talk to someone in Schroeding, then you find them. I don’t mean you have to go looking 

for them, you just walk outside when you need to talk to someone and then you find them. Benny 

liked this method, it seems, and talked about it extensively in this week’s file. He claims that, 

more often than not, he finds people in the park, just past the bench where the man who feeds the 

crows always sits. “No one uses the phone,” Benny writes. I assumed that he was just repeating 

himself about how no one owns a phone. But, as I kept reading through the file, I realized he 

wasn’t saying that no one uses a phone, but rather no one uses the phone. 

 

The phone, which seems to be the only one in Schroeding, has stood outside the post office for 

over ten years, although no one remembers exactly how long. Benny notes that he had to pass the 

pay phone every time he sent me a letter. Nobody uses it. Who would they call anyway? 

“Besides,” Benny says, “it doesn’t work.” No one knows who set it up, or why. There are no 

phone lines in Schroeding, so what would be the point? But one morning it was just there, with 

an “Out of Order” sign already taped on it. After the six weeks of rain two years ago, the sign 
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disappeared, but no one really needed it anymore. The Mayor has promised the phone will be 

removed soon, but that hasn’t happened yet. The Mayor has made a lot of promises that haven’t 

happened yet, though, so that’s not necessarily an indictment of the Mayor’s Office. Benny 

writes in the margins at this point: “Don’t blame the Mayor. I’m not blaming the Mayor. Never 

blame the Mayor.” His writing seems shakier at this point. Was he afraid of something? 

 

Talbot Myner was somewhere between thirty and fifty years old during the six weeks of rain two 

years ago. She went walking outside, and of course forgot to bring an umbrella with her. After a 

block, she remembered that it was raining, but she decided not to go back for an umbrella. It was 

only a little water after all. She went walking, because she needed to talk to someone. Maybe she 

wanted to comment on the weather, or maybe she had borrowed something that she wished to 

return. I guess it doesn’t matter, since Ms. Myner never found the person she needed to talk to. 

On her walk, though, she passed by the pay phone. And the pay phone began to ring for her. 

 

I don’t really get what that means? How would you know that a pay phone was ringing “for” 

you? Benny doesn’t give a lot of explanation at this point. Maybe he just meant that Ms. Myner 

was the only one around when it started to ring? Benny describes the scene, of Talbot Myner 

standing, water dripping down her face, clothes clinging to her body, as she stares across the 

street at the phone in front of the post office. The phone was ringing for her, she knew it. But the 

phone didn’t work, how could it ring at all? But it was. She thought about turning away to keep 

walking, but the ringing grew louder, not just the sound but somehow the way it felt inside her 

body. She crossed the street and, ignoring the running ink of the “Out of Order” sign, Talbot 

Myner answered the phone. 
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She’s not dead, if that’s what you’re thinking. It looks like most of the information that Benny 

has collected actually comes from Ms. Myner herself. I don’t know, maybe that wasn’t even 

something that crossed your mind, but the first time I read through her file I definitely thought 

she had died, until I came across the interview that Benny recorded. There’s actually two copies 

labelled as the interview; one that looks like some kind of shorthand I can’t read, which is 

paperclipped to the back of a typed copy. He also has a note that he wrote about going to the 

interview itself, which reads: 

 

“People don’t see too much of Ms. Myner nowadays, ever since the six weeks of rain. I’d been 

meaning to talk to her, but whenever I went walking I could never really find her. So I went to 

her house. She lives on the south side of town, right where Dogwood Lane becomes a dead end. 

Walking up to her house, I noticed that the entire block was vacant. I didn’t realize there were 

vacancies in Schroeding. Seems wasteful. Despite the For Sale signs, the houses look to be in 

great shape. The lawns are all kept, crisscrossed in a perfect pattern, except for Ms. Myner’s 

house. Her house looks like the vacant one. I was about to knock on the door when she opened it 

up for me. She said my name, softly, and led me inside. She gave me water, which was bluer 

than usual, and we began the interview.” 

 

Bluer than usual? How blue is the water in Schroeding normally? And how did Talbot Myner 

open the door “for” Benny if he hadn’t even knocked yet? Those are just a few of the questions 

I’ve been asking since I read this file, and I’m not really sure I have answers yet. 
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The interview is… confusing. It begins with introductions, but Ms. Myner doesn’t seem to 

follow traditional conversation patterns. I’m going to try to present it as plainly as possible, but 

there are parts that don’t make sense. What am I saying? None of this makes any sense to me 

right now, but here we go. 

 

Benny starts out by asking about the houses for sale on her block. Ms. Myner says they all had to 

leave, they weren’t welcome anymore.  

 

“What do you mean?” Benny asks. 

 

“Hell is empty,” Ms. Myner responds. 

 

That’s a Tempest reference, I think. It’s been a while since I read Shakespeare. I don’t know how 

exactly that’s an explanation, though. Is she saying she lives in hell? And where did all of her 

neighbors go anyway? The interview continues for a little bit like that, Benny asking Ms. Myner 

to explain and her giving increasingly cryptic answers. Finally, Benny moves on. He asks what 

happened to her during the six weeks of rain. She tells Benny the story I’ve already recounted to 

you, about needing to talk to someone, and not finding them, and the phone ringing for her. 

When she finishes, Benny asks what happened when she answered the phone. 

 

“The phone rang for me,” Talbot Myner says. 
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Before I continue going through the interview, which is about to end anyway, I should mention 

that I left out one detail of Benny’s story about Talbot Myner and the phone. The rough narrative 

he provides doesn’t end with Ms. Myner answering the phone. It continues to the end of the six 

weeks of rain, when people began to notice that Ms. Myner didn’t seem to be anywhere. People 

went outside to talk to her and never crossed her path. They went to her house at the end of 

Dogwood Lane, but she never answered. After a week, as someone passed the phone, they 

realized that Talbot Myner was standing, dripping wet, in front of it. She was just now hanging 

up. Ms. Myner looked around, without focusing on anything around her, and walked home. That 

was the last time anyone saw her until Benny interviewed her. 

 

[soft, eerie music begins to play] 

 

Benny says that at this point in the interview, Talbot Myner’s focus seemed to shift from him to 

something behind him, or maybe beyond him. She tilted her head just slightly to the side, and 

muttered something under her breath that Benny couldn’t hear. A lock of dripping wet hair fell in 

front of her face, and Benny realized that, although he hadn’t noticed until this point, Talbot 

Myner had been completely soaked the entire time he had been talking with her. He looked 

around and saw that the floor was covered in puddles and lines of water. Everything was damp. 

He looked back at Ms. Myner, whose gaze settled back on Benny. 

 

“How long has it been since you answered the phone?” Benny asks. 

 

“You are not welcome,” Talbot Myner responds. 
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Benny repeated his question. “How long has it been since you answered the phone?” 

 

“Hell is empty,” Ms. Myner says. “And all the devils are here.” 

 

[Music ends] 

 

Benny handed Ms. Myner his untouched blue water, thanked her for her time, walked out of her 

house, past the vacant houses on Dogwood Lane, and back to his home above his shop. He says 

he only slept half an hour that night, instead of the usual two. According to his notes, no one else 

in town ever knew about the phone ringing, and still just ignore it to this day. 

 

Benny doesn’t have anything else on Talbot Myner, but he did leave a few extra notes about the 

phone. It looks like he finished this file only a month or so before he invited me to come to 

Schroeding and then stopped responding to me altogether. According to Benny, he sent me a 

letter about a week after his interview with Ms. Myner. As he approached the post office in a 

downpour of rain, the phone began to ring for him. 

 

[A phone begins to ring over mysterious music] 

 

For him. He elaborates. Yes, he was the only one out at the time, but it went deeper than that. 

Something about the ringing resonated with him, deep inside. He knew it was ringing for him. 

He darted into the post office, sent the letter, and walked away as quickly as possible. But the 
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feeling didn’t stop when the sound of the ringing stopped. It kept going, in his bones, like a 

tuning fork that keeps vibrating long after you can’t hear it anymore. 

 

[Ringing and music fades away] 

 

Benny explains that sound is just vibrations, just like all matter is constantly vibrating. He says 

that the way the phone rang was like it was matching his specific vibration. He wonders if he 

would even feel himself touching the phone if he picked it up, or if it would feel just like a part 

of himself finally reuniting with the rest of his body. 

 

I know that seems like a somewhat… odd idea for a car mechanic to have, but that was just the 

way Benny talked about things sometimes. We got coffee this one time, and he told me that if 

energy could not be created nor destroyed, then that meant energy we got from coffee had to be 

held inside the beans, and that meant caffeine was no different than gasoline for humans. “We’ll 

be running our cars on coffee beans in the next hundred years, I’ll tell you what.” I don’t know if 

that’ll ever happen, but Benny was the kind of guy who would think of something like that. 

 

Did Benny finally cave, and answer the phone? Is he still alive, somewhere, and just hiding 

away? If I was just able to get to Schroeding, then maybe I’d be able to find him or find someone 

who knew where he went. But he knew not to answer the phone, his notes make that clear 

enough. I thought maybe Talbot Myner did something to him, but if he really never went back, 

like he says, then why would she do anything? It seems like she just wanted to be left alone. 
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I’m really worried, none of this seems to make any sense. Why does it seem like Benny was the 

only one looking into all of this? 

 

Benny had a final note, in the Talbot Myner file. I don’t know if he remembered it was in here 

when he decided to give it to me, or if he just didn’t care. He said: 

 

“Liam isn’t calling you. It isn’t Liam. Don’t answer the phone. It isn’t Liam. It isn’t Liam. It 

isn’t Liam.” 

 

That’s it for this file. Thanks for listening, and if you see a man in wide-framed glasses and a 

purple windbreaker, let me know. 

 

[Mysterious Music begins] 

 

ANNOUNCER: The Schroeding Box is written and produced by Josiah Bender. The role of 

Liam is played by Ben Hermann. Our script editor is Becca Janney, and Andrew Davis is our 

audio engineer. The cover art for The Schroeding Box was created by Darby Hepner. “Come a 

Little Closer” and other music written and performed by Haunted Like Human. For more of their 

music and tour information, go to HauntedLikeHuman.com. 
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The Schroeding Box is made possible by audience support. Please share the show with your 

friends and on social media. You can donate money on our GoFundMe page by going to 

GoFundMe.com and searching for “The Schroeding Box.” Thank you to everyone for your 

support. 

 

[Mysterious Music continues, and eventually fades away] 

 


